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Highly-optimized
concurrent
algorithms are often hard to prove correct because
they have no natural decomposition
into separately provable parts. This paper presents a proof
technique for the modular verification
of such
non-modular
algorithms.
It generalizes existing
verification techniques based on a totally-ordered
hierarchy
of refinements to allow a partiallyordered hierarchy-that
is: a lattice of different
views of the algorithm. The technique is applied
to the well-known distributed minimum spanning
tree algorithm of Gallager, Humblet and Spira,
which has until recently lacked a rigorous proof.

1. Introduction
The proliferation
of distributed computer systems gives increasing importance to correctness
proofs of distributed
algorithms.
Techniques
for verifying
sequential algorithms
have been
extended to handle concurrent and distributed
ones-for
example, by Owicki and Gries [OG],
Manna and Pnueli [MP], Lamport and Schneider [LSc], and Alpern and Schneider [AS]. Practical algorithms
are usually optimized for efficiency rather than simplicity, and proving them
correct mav be feasible onlv if the nroofs can be
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structured. For a sequential algorithm, the proof
is structured
by developing a hierarchy of increasingly detailed versions of the algorithm and
proving that each correctly implements the next
higher-level version. This approach has been extended to concurrent algorithms by Lamport [L].
Stark [S], Hare1 [HI, Kurshan [Ii], and Lynch and
Tuttle [LT], where a single action in a higherlevel representation
can represent a sequence of
lower-level actions. The higher-level versions usually provide a global view of the algorithm, with
progress made in large atomic steps and a large
amount of nondeterminism
allowed. At the lowest level is the original algorithm, which takes a
purely local view, has more atomic steps, and usually has more constraints on the order of events.
With its totally ordered chain of versions, this
hierarchical approach usually does not allow one
to focus on a single task in the algorithm.
The.
method described in this paper exbends the hierarchical approach to a lattice of versions. At the
bottom of the lattice is the original algorithm,
which is a refinement of all other versions. However, two versions in the lattice may be incommeasurable, neither one being a refinement of the
other.
Multiple higher-level versions of a communication protocol, each focusing on a different function, were considered by Lam and Shankar [LSh].
They called each higher-level version a “projection”. If the original protocol is sufficiently modular, then it can be represented as the composition of the projections, and the correctness of the
original algorithm follows immediately from the
correctness of the projections. This approach was
used by Fekete, Lynch, and Shrira [FLS] to prove
the correctness of Awerbuch’s synchronizer [Al].
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rithm should work, but no rigorous proof. There
are several reasons for giving a formal proof.
First, the algorithm has important applications
in distributed systems, so its correctness is of concern. Second, the algorithm often appears as part
of other algorithms [A2,AG], and the correctness
of these algorithms depends upon the correctness
of the minimum spanning tree algorithm. Finally,
many concepts and techniques have been taken
from the algorithm, out of context, and used in
other algorithms [A2,CT,G]. Yet the pieces of the
algorithm interact in subtle ways, some of which
are not explained in the original paper. A careful proof of the entire algorithm can indicate the
dependencies between the pieces.
Our proof method helped us to find the correct
invariants; it allowed us to describe the algorithm
at a high level, yet precisely, and to use our intuition about the algorithm to reason at an appropriate level of abstraction.
A by-product of our
proof was a better understanding
of the purpose
and importance of certain parts of the algorithm,
enabling us to discover a slight optimization.
The complete proof of the correctness of this
minimum spanning tree algorithm is very long
and can be found in [WI. One reason for its length
is the intricacy of the algorithm. Another reason
is the duplication
inherent in the approach: the
code in all the versions is repetitive, because of
carry-over from a higher-level version to its refinement, and because the original algorithm cannot
be presented as a true composition of its immediate projections; the repetition in the code leads
to repetition
in the proof. The full proof also
includes extremely detailed arguments-detailed
enough so we hope that, in the not too distant,
future, they will be machine-checkable.
This level
of detail seems necessary to catch small bugs in
the program and the proof.
Two other proofs of this algorithm have recently been developed.
Stomp and de Roever
[SdR] used the notion of communication-closed
layers, introduced
by Elrad and Francez [EF].
Chou and Gafni [CG] prove the correctness of a
simpler, more sequential version of the algorithm
and then prove that every execution of the original algorithm is equivalent to an execution of the
more sequential version.

Not all algorithms are modular.
In practical
algorithms, modularity is often destroyed by optimizations.
The correctness of a non-modular
algorithm is not an immediate consequence of
the correctness of its higher-level versions. The
method presented in this paper uses the correctness of higher-level versions of an algorithm to
simplify its proof. The proofs of correctness of all
the versions in the lattice (in which the original
algorithm is the lowest-level version) constitute a
structured proof of the algorithm.
Any path through our lattice of representations ending at the original algorithm is a totallyordered hierarchy of versions that can be used
in a conventional hierarchical proof. Why do we
need the rest of the lattice? Each version in the
lattice allows us to formulate and prove invariants about a separate task performed by the algorithm. These invariants will appear somewhere
in any assertional proof of the original algorithm.
Our method permits us to prove them at as high
a level of abstraction as possible.
The method proceeds inductively,
top-down
through the lattice. First, the highest-level version is shown directly to have the original algorithm’s desired property, which involves proving
that it satisfies some invariant. Next, let A be any
algorithm in the lattice, let B,, . . . , Bi (i 2 1) be
the algorithms immediately above A in the lattice, and let Qr , . . . , Qi be their invariants.
We
prove that A satisfies the same safety properties as each Bj, and that a particular predicate
P is invariant for A. The invariant P has the
form Q A Q1 A.. . A Qi for some predicate Q. In
this way, the invariants Qj are carried down to
the proof of lower-level algorithms, and Q introduces information that cannot appear any higher
in the lattice-information
about details of the algorithm that do not appear at higher levels, and
relations between the Bj. We provide two sets
of sufficient conditions for verifying these safety
properties, one set for the case i = 1, and the
other for i > 1. We also provide three techniques
for verifying liveness properties; only one of them
makes use of the lattice structure.
The technique is used to prove Gallager, Humblet and Spira’s distributed
minimum spanning
tree algorithm [GHS]. This algorithm has been of
great interest for some time. There appears in
[GHSJ an intuitive description of why the algo-
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2. Lattice-Structured

set of all finite sequences of alternating
actions
of B and states of B that begin iand end with
an action, including the empty sequence (and the
sequence of a single action). An abstraction mupping M from A to B is a pair of functions, S and
A, where S maps states(A) to states(B) and A
maps pairs (s, r), of states s of A and actions 7r of
A enabled in s, to al-l-seq(B). S tells how to view
a low-level state at a higher level of abstraction;
A tells what high-level actions, if any, correspond
to the low-level action 7r executed in state s.
Given execution fragment e = sc17rls1 . . . of A,
define M(e) as follows.
l If e = so, then M(e)
= S(so).
l Let e = so. -*Si-lTiSi,
i > 0. If d(Si-l,Ti)
is empty, then M(e) = M(so . . . Sip1). Otherwise, M(e) = M(s~ . . . si-1) d(z:i-1, Ti) S(si).
l If e is infinite,
then M(e) is the limit as i increases without bound of M ( so x1 S, . . . si >.
We first consider safety properties.
We give
two sets of conditions on abstracti.on mappings,
both of which imply that executions map to executions, with the same sequence of external actions. The first set of conditions applies when
there is a single higher-level autom.aton immediately above. As formalized in Lemma 1, t,he first
condition ensures that the sequences of external
actions are the same, and the second and third
conditions ensure that executions rnap to executions, and that a certain predicate is an invariant
for the lower-level algorithm.
A ke:y point about
this predicate is that it includes the higher-level
invariant. Condition (2) is the basis step. Condition (3) is the inductive step, in which the predicate, including the high-level invariant, may be
used; part (a) shows the low-level predicate is invariant, while parts (b) and (c) show executions
map to executions, by ensuring th.at if. there is
no corresponding high-level action, then the highlevel state is unchanged, and if there is a corresponding high-level action, then it is enabled in
the previous high-level state and i.ts effects are
mirrored in the subsequent high-level state. Since
executions map to executions, the high-level invariant, when composed with the st,ate mapping,
is also invariant for A.
Definition:
Let A and B be automata with the
same external actions. Let M = (S,d) be an
abstraction mapping from A to B, P be a predicate on states(A), and Q be a predicate true of

Proofs

This section contains the definitions and results that form the basis for our lattice-structured
proof method. Proofs of the results may be found

In [WI.
Our method can be used with any state-based,
assertional verification technique. In this paper,
we formulate it in terms of the I/O automaton
model of Lynch, Merritt,
and Tuttle [LT,LM],
which provides a convenient, ready-made “language” for our use. A summarry of the I/O automaton model appears in Appendix A.
The first step is to design the lattice, using
one’s intuition
about the algorithm.
Each element in the lattice is a version of the algorithm,
described as an I/O automaton, and has associated with it a predicate.
The bottom element
of the lattice is the original algorithm.
Next, we
must show that all the predicates in the lattice
are invariants. The invariant for the top element
of the lattice must be shown directly.
Assuming that Q1,. . . , Qi are invariants for the versions
-&, . - . , Bi directly above A in the lattice, we verify that predicate P = Q A Q1 A. . . A Qi is invarimappings that preant for A, by demonstrating
serve Q and take executions of A to executions of
BI,.. . , Bi (thus preserve &I A * . *A&i). (Finding
’ these mappings requires insight about the algorithm.)
Finally, the lattice is used to show that
the original algorithm solves the problem of interest by showing directly that the top element
in the lattice solves the problem, and showing a
path A,, . . . , Ak in the lattice from top to bottom such that each version in the path satisfies
its predecessor. TO show that Ai satisfies A;-,,
we show that for every fair execution of Ai, there
is a fair execution of Ai- 1 with the same sequence
of external actions. The mapping used to verify
the invariants takes executions to executions; by
adding some additional constraints on the mapping, we can prove, using the invariants, that it
takes fair executions to fair executions with the
same sequence of external actions, i.e., that liveness properties are preserved.
Let A and B be automata, where B is offered
as a “more abstract” version of A. We only consider automata such that each locally-controlled
action is in a separate class of the action partition.
(The results of this section can be generalized to
avoid this assumption.)
Let aEt-seq(B) be the
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all reachable states of B. We say A simulates B
via M, P, an& Q if the following hold:
(1) Ifs is a state of A such that Q(S(s)) (and P(s)
are true, and x is any action of A enabled in s,
then A(s, n)lezt(B)
= Ties-L(A).
(2) If s is in start(A), then P(s) is true, and S(s)
is in start(B).
(3) Let (s’, 7r, s) be a step of A such that Q(S(s’))
and P(s’) are true. Then
(a) P(s) is true,
(b) if d(s', n) is empty, then S(s) = S(s’), and
(c) if d(s’, r) is not empty, then S(s’) d(s’, IT>
S(s) is an execution fragment of B.
Lemma 1: If A simulates B via M = (S,d), F
and Q, then the following are true for any execution e of A.
(1) M(e) is an execution of B, and M(e)lezt(B)
=
elest(A).
(2) (Q 0 S) A P is true in every state of e.
Next we suppose that there are several higherlevel versions, say B, and &, of automaton A,
each focusing on a different task. There are situations in which it is impossible to show that A
simulates B, without using invariants about B, ‘s
task, and it is impossible to show that A simulates B2 without using invariants about B, ‘s task.
One could cast the invariants about B,‘s task as
predicates of A, and use the previous definition to
show A simulates B,, but this violates the spirit
of the lattice. Instead, we define a notion of simultaneously simulates, which allows invariants
about both tasks to be used in showing that A
simulates B1 and B2. The definition differs from
simply requiring A to simulate B, and A to simulate B, in one important way: steps of A only
need to be reflected properly in each higher-level
algorithm when all the higher-level invariants are
true (cf. condition (3)). Lemma 2 shows that
this definition preserves safety properties similar
to those in Lemma 1.
Definition:
Let I be an index set. Let A and
B?, r E I, be automata with the same external
actions. For all r E 1, let M, = (S,, A,) be an
abstraction mapping from A to B,, and let Qr
be a predicate true of all reachable states of B,.
Let P be a predicate on states(A).
We say A
simubtaneously simulates {B, : r E I} via {M, :
r E I}, P, and {Q r : r E I} if the following hold:
(1) If s is a state of A such that ArEI Qr(SP(3))
and P(s) are true, and 7r is any action of A en-
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abled in s, then A,(s,~)lezt(B,)
= n(ezt(A) for
all r E I.
(2) Ifs is in start(A), then P(s) is true, and S,.(s)
is in start(B,)
for all T E I.
(3) Let (s’, 7r, s) be a step of A such that P(s’)
“4 fat
TJ:(s’))
are true. Then
s is rue,
(i) if dr(s',r) is empty, then &(s) = &(s’),
for all T E 1, and
(c) if A, (s’ ,7r) is not empty, then
S, (s’)d, (s’ , K)& (s) is an execution fragment of
0
Br ) for all T E I.
Lemma 2: Let I be an index set. If A simultaneously simulates (B, : r E I} via {M, : T E I},
P, and (Qr : T E I}, where M, = (5, A,) for all
r E I, then the following are true of any execu tion
e ofd.
(1) M.(e) is aa execution of B,, and elezt(A) =
M.(e)Jezt(B,),
for all T E I.
(2) A,,,(&,
o ST) A P is true in every state of e.
We now consider liveness properties. Given automata A and B, and a locally-controlled
action
cp of B, a definition of A being equitable for cp is
given. Lemmas 3 and 4 show that this definition
implies that in the execution of B obtained from
a fair execution of A by either of the simulation
mappings, once cp becomes enabled, it either occurs or becomes disabled. If A is equitable for all
locally-controlled
actions of B, then the induced
execution of B is fair. Thus, fair executions map
to fair executions.
Definition:
Suppose M = (S,d) is an abstraction mapping from A to B. Let cp be a locallycontrolled action of B. A is equitabIe for 9 via
M if in every fair execution of A, whenever a
state s occurs with cp enabled in S(s), then subsequently either a state s’ occurs with cp disabled
in S(s), or a state-action pair (s’, 7r) occurs with
cp in d(s’, 7r). If A is equitable for cp via M for
every locally-controlled
action cp of B, then A is
equitable for B.
cl
Given locally-controlled
action cp of automaton B, define an execution of B to be fair for v
if whenever cp becomes enabled, subsequently cp
either occurs or becomes disabled.
Lemma 3: Suppose A simulates B via M. Let
cp be a locally-controlled
action of B. If A is equitable for cp via M, then M(e) is fair for p, for
every fair execution e of .4.

in d(s’, r),
(a) 4s) 2 W>,
(b) if (s’,~) E \k, then V(S) < ZI(S’), and
(c) if (s’, 7r) &I !I?, $ is enabled in :;‘, and (s’, $)
E !O, then + is enabled in s and (s,:$) E Xl?.
0
Lemma 6: If A is progressive for 9 via M, then
A is equitable for cp via M.
The third method for checking lthe equitable
condition can oe useful when various automata
are arranged in a lattice, as in Figure 1. (Cf.
Lemma 7.) The main idea is to show that there
is some action p of D that is essentially the same
action as cp, described at the same level of abstraction, such that C is progressive for p using
certain helping actions, and A is equitable for all
the helping actions for p. In essence, the argument that cp either occurs or becomes disabled.
once it is enabled, is made at a hig:h level of abstraction, and then is pulled down to where it is
needed. (For convenience, we define abstraction
function M applied to the empty sequence to be
the empty sequence.)
Lemma
7: Let A, B, C and D be automata
such that MAB = (SAB,dAB)
is an abstradtion
function from A to B, and similarly ;for M A c and
action of B.
M CD* Let cp be a locally-controlled
Suppose the following conditions are true.
(1) MAC (e) is an execution of C for every execution e of A.
(2) There is a locally-con trolled action p of D such
that for any reachable state s of A, ifcp is enabled
t h en P is enabled in &n(sAc(s)).
in &&),
(3) If (s’ ,7r, s) is a step of A, s’ is reachable, and p
is in Men (dAC (s’, n)), then cp is in dAB (s’, r).
(41 C is progressive for p via M c n , using the set
XPPand the function v,.
(5) A is equitable for $ via MAC, for all actions
4 of C such that (t,$) E Q, for state t of C.
Then A is equitable for cp via MA a.

Lemma 4: Suppose A simultaneously
simulates
: r E I}.
Let ‘p be a
{Br : r E I} via {M,
locally-controlled
action of B, for some r. If A is
equitable for cp via M,, then M r (e) is fair for cp,
for every fair execution e of A.
Three methods of showing that A is equitable
for locally-controlled
action q of B are described.
The first method, presented in Lemma 5, is to
show that there is an action p of A that is enabled
whenever cp is, and whose occurrence implies ‘p’s
occurrence. This method is useful when p and cp
are in some sense the same action, described at
the same level of abstraction.
Lemma
5: Suppose M = (S,d)
is an abstraction mapping from A to B, cp is a locallycon trolled action of B, and p is a locallycontrolled action of A such that, for all reachable
states s of A,
(1) p is enabled in s if and only if cp is enabled in
state S(s) of B, and
(2) if p is enabled in s, then ‘p is in d(s, p).
Then A is equitable for cp via M.
The second method uses a definition of A being progressive for cp, meaning there is a set of
“helping” actions of A that are guaranteed to occur, and which make progress, measured with a
variant function, toward an occurrence of cp in the
induced execution of B. Lemma 6 shows that progressive implies equitable. This method is useful
when cpis modeled in A at a lower level of abstraction as a series of actions. (A very similar technique can be used [LPS,F] to show that progress
is made toward t,ermination of a program, considered at a single level of abstraction.)
For technical reasons, we actually need helping state-action
pairs - there are situations in our proof of the
[GHSJ alg or1‘th m when a particular helping action
only makes progress if it occurs in certain states.
Definition:
Suppose M = (S, d) is an abstraction mapping from A to B. If cp is a locallycontrolled action of B, then we say A is progressive for cp via M if there is a set !l? of pairs (a, $)
of states s of A and locally-controlled
actions $
of A, and a function v from states(A) to a wellfounded set such that the following are true.
(1) For any reachable state s with cp enabled in
S(s), some action $ is enabled in s such that
(s,$) is in *.
(2) For any step (s’, 7r, s) of A, where s’ is reachable, ‘9 is enabled in S(s’) and S(s), and cp is not
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Theorems 8 and 9 show that, our definitions of
simulate, simultaneously
simulate and equitable
are sufficient for showing that A satisfies B.
Theorem
8: If A simulates B via M, P and &
and if A is equitable for B via M, then A satisfies
B.
Theorem
9: Let I be an index set. If A simultaneously simulates (B, : T E I} via (M, : r E I},
P and (St : r E I}, and if A is equitable for B,
via M r for some r E I, then A satisfies B, .

3. Minimum

Spanning

COM

/
/Gc\ \\

TAR

Trees

For the rest of this paper, let G be a connected
undirected graph, with at least two nodes and a
unique weight, chosen from a totally ordered set,
associated with each edge. Nodes are V(G) and
edges are E(G).
For each edge (p,q) in E(G),
there are two links (i.e., directed edges), (p, Q) and
(q, p). The set of all links of G is denoted L/(G).
It can be shown that the minimum spanning tree
of G is unique; we denote it T(G). Another important fact is:
Lemma 10: If S is a subgraph of T(G) and e is
the minimum-weight
external edge of S, then e is
in Z’(G).
The MST(G)
problem is the following external schedule module (i.e., actions used to interact with the environment,
and set of allowable
behaviors; see Appendix A). Input actions are
{Start(p)
: p f V(G)].
Output actions are
{InTree(
NotInTree(Z)
: I E L(G)}.
Schedules are all sequences of actions such that
no output action occurs unless an input action
occurs;
if an input action occurs, then exactly one output action occurs for each Z E 1;(G);
if Innee((n
(I>> occurs, then (p,q) is in T(G);
and
occurs, then (p, 4) is not in

4. Proof

of GHS

DC

NOT

CON

GHS
Figure

2: The Lattice

B), and only show satisfaction for one link in the
chosen path (see Appendix C).
HZ is a very high-level description of the algorithm, and is easily shown to solve the MST(G)
problem.
GHS is the detailed algorithm from
[GHS]. We show a path in the lattice from GHS
to HI, where each automaton in the path satisfies the automaton above it. By transitivity
of
satisfaction, then GHS will have been shown to
solve MST(G).
Obviously, GHS must be shown to satisfy one
of TAR, DC, NOT and CON.
Showing that
executions of GHS map to executions of the chosen automaton requires invariants about all four;
thus, we show that GHS simultaneously
simulates those four automata.
To verify the invariants for the four, we show that TAR and DC
(independently)
simulate GC, and that NOT and
CON (independently)
simulate COM. Likewise,
in order to show these facts, we need the invariants of GC and COM, which are obtained
by showing that GC simulates COM, and th,at
COM simulates HI.
Thus, it is necessary to
show safety relationships along every edge in the
lattice.
The liveness relationships only need be shown
along one path from GHS to HI. We decided
on pragmatic grounds that it would be easiest
to show that GHS is equitable for TAR.
One
consideration was that the output actions have
exactly the same preconditions
in GHS and in
TAR, and thus showing GHS is equitable for
those actions is trivial.
Once TAR was chosen,
the rest of the path was fixed.

Algorithm

In this section, we describe informally
the
structure of the lattice used to prove the correctness of Gallager, Humblet and Spira’s minimumspanning tree algorithm
[GHS], by discussing
each algorithm in the lattice and stating what relationships must be proven. The lattice is shown
in Figure 2. The full proof may be found in [WI.
Due to lack of space, in this paper we only present
three of the automata in the lattice (see Appendix
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HI:

be engulfed by the fragment f at the other end of
minZink(g), provided f is at a higher level than g.
GC: (“Global ComputeMin”)
This version of the
algorithm is still totally global in approach. The
GC automaton expands on the process of finding the minimum-weight
external link of a fragment. Each fragment f has a set testset
of
nodes that are participating
in the search. A new
action, TestNode(
is added, by -which a node p
in the testset atomically finds its minimum-weight
external link and is removed from. the testset, as
long as the link does not lead to a lower-level fragment. ComputeMin( f) can occur once testaet(f)
is empty. After a merge, all the nodes in the new
fragment are in the testset. When an Absorb(f, g)
action occurs, all the nodes forrnerly in g are
added to testset
if and only i:f the target of
minZink(g) is in testset(
TAR: (“Test-Accept-Reject”)
TIER, as well as
DC, NOT and CON, are partially global and
partially local in approach. TAR expands on the
method by which a node finds its local minimumweight external link, using local variables and
messages.
TAR is unconcerned with how all
this local information
is collated to identify the
fragment’s global minimum-weight
external link.
(This problem is addressed by DC, which ignores
the local protocol.)
Each link I is classified by the variable Zstatzls(1)
as branch, rejected, or unknown. Branch means
the link will definitely be in the minimum spanning tree; rejected means it definitely will not be;
and unknown means that the 1ink”s status is currently unknown.
Initially,
all the links are unknown.
The search for node p’s minimum-weight
esternal link is initiated by the action SendTest(
which causes p to identify its minimum-weight
unknown link as test&d(p), and to send a T E s T message over its testlink together with information
about the level and core (identit,y) of p’s fragment. If the level of the recipient q’s fragment
is less than p’s, the message is requeued at q, to
be dealt with later (when q’s level has increased
sufficiently).
Otherwise, a response is sent back.
If the fragments are different, the response is an
ACCEPT
message, otherwise, it is a REJECT message. An optimization is that if q has already sent
a TEST message over the same edge and is wait,ing for a response, and if p and q arc in the samc~

(“High”)
This automaton
takes a totally
global view of the graph. The essential feature
of the state of HI is a set of subgraphs of G,
initially
the set of singleton nodes of G. The
idea is that the subgraphs of G are connected
subgraphs of the minimum spanning tree T(G).
Two subgraphs F and F’ can combine along
edge e, via the Combine(F, F’, e) action, if the
minimum-weight
external edge e of F’ leads to
F. InTree&,
q)) can only occur if (p,f~) is already in a subgraph, or is the minimum-weight
external edge of a subgraph (i.e., is destined to
be in a subgraph).
By Lemma 10, these edges
really are in Z’(G). NotInTree( (p, q)) can only occur if p and q are in the same subgraph but the
edge between them is not.
The obvious distributed
implementation
of
this high-level algorithm, in which messages bearing the new subgraph identity must be broadcast
throughout
the new subgraph each time one is
formed, has poor worst-case message complexity.
GHS uses levels to reduce the number of messages; levels are introduced next.
COM: (“Common”)
This algorithm gives a good
way to explain the main ideas of the [GHS] algorithm intuitively,
yet precisely. The COM algorithm still takes a completely global view of
the algorithm, but some intermediate steps leading to combining are identified,
and the state
is expanded to include extra information
about
the subgraphs.
The COM state consists of a
set of fragments, a data structure used throughout the rest of the lattice. Each fragment f has
associated with it a subgraph of G, as well as
other information:
level(f), core(f), minZink(f),
and rootchanged(
Two milestones must be
reached before a fragment can combine. First,
the ComputeMin(f)
action causes the minimumweight external link of fragment f to be identified
as minZink( f) , and second, the ChangeRoot( f)
action indicates that fragment f is ready to
combine, by setting the variable rootchanged(
There are two ways that fragments (and hence,
their associated subgraphs) can combine.
The
Merge(f,g) action causes two fragments, f and g,
at the same level with the same minimum-weight
external edge, to combine; the new fragment has
level one higher than the level of f, and a new
core (i.e., unique identifier), the combining edge.
The -Absorb( f, g) action causes a fragment g to
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fragrnent, then q does not respond - the TEST
message that q already sent will inform p that
the edge (p,q) is not external. When a REJECT
message,
or a TEST
with the same fragment id,
is received, the recipient marks that link as rejected, if it is unknown.
(It is possible that the
link is already marked as branch, in which case it
should not be changed to rejected.)
When a ChangeRoot( f) occurs, minZink(f) is
marked as branch; when an Absorb(f,g)
occurs,
the reverse link of minZink(g) is marked as branch.
As soon as a link 1 is classified as branch, the
InTree
output action can occur; as soon as a
link 1 is classified as rejected, the ZVotlizZ’ree(Z)
output action can occur.
DC: (“Distributed
ComputeMin”)
This automaton focuses on how the nodes of a fragment cooperate to find the minimum-weight
external link of
the fragment in a distributed fashion, using local
variables and messages. It describes the flow of
messages throughout the fragments: first a broadcast informs nodes that they should find their local minimum-weight
external links, and then a
convergecast reports the results back. However,
the actual means by which a node finds its local
minimum-weight
external link are not. of concern.
The variable minZink( f) is now a derived variable,
depending on variables local to each node, and
the contents of message queues. There is no action CompzLteMin(f).
The two nodes adjacent to the core send
out FIND messages over the core. These messages are propagated throughout
the fragment.
When a node p receives a FIND message, it’
changes the variable &status(p)
from “unfind”
to “find”, relays FIND messages, and records the
link from which the FIND was received as its
inbranch(
Then the node atomically
fmds
its local minimum-weight
external link using action TestNode
as in GC, and waits to receive
REPORT(W)
messages from all its “children” (the
nodes to which it sent FIND).
Then p takes the
minimum over all the weights w reported by its
children and the weight of its own local minimumweight external link, and sends that weight to its
‘Lparent” in a REPORT message, along inbrunch(
the weight and the link associated with this minimum are recorded as be&z&(p) and bestlink(
and dcstatzs(p) is changed back to “unfind”.
A node p adjacent to the core waits until all

its children have reported before processing any
REP o RT (w) message received over the core; when
p processes such message with w > bestwt(p),
then the derived variable minZink(f) becomes defined, and is the link found by following bestlinks
from p.
NOT:
(“Notify”)
This automaton
refines on
COM by implementing
the level and core of
a fragment with local variables nZeveZ(p) and
nfrag(p) for each node p in the fragment, and with
merge,
N 0 T IF Y messages. When two fragments
NOTIFY
messages are sent over the new core, carrying the level and core of the newly created fragment, When a node p receives a NOT IF Y message,
it updates nZeveZ(p) and @ag(p) using the information in the message. The level of a fragment is
defined to be the maximum value, over all nodes
p and links 1 in the fragment, of nZeveZ(p) and the
level in a message in 2. The core of a fragment is
defined to be the value of nfrug(p), if nZeveZ(p) defines the level, otherwise it is the core information
in the message defining the level.
CON: (“Connect”)
This automaton concentrates
on what happens after minZink(f)
is identified,
until fragment f merges or is absorbed, i.e., the
ChungeRoot(f, g), Merge(f, g) and Absorb(g, f)
actions are broken down into a series of actions, involving message-passing.
The variable
rootchanged
is now derived.
As soon as
ComputeMin( f) occurs, the node adjacent to the
core closest to minZink(f) sends a CHANGEROOT
message on its outgoing link that leads to minlink(f).
A ch ain of such messages makes its way
to the source of minZink(f),
which then sends a
CONNECT(kZJet(f))
message over minZink( f) . The
presence of a CONNECT
message in minZink(f)
means that rootchanged
is true.
Thus, the
CltungeRoot( f) action is only needed for fragments f consisting of a single node.
GHS: This automaton is essentially the fully distributed, original algorithm of [GHS]. (We have
made some slight changes, which are discussed
below.) The functions of TAR, DC, NOT and
CON are united into one. All variables from
those algorithms that are global (fragments, minlink, testset, etc.) are now derived variables, i.e.,
they are defined as functions of the explicit local variables and message queue contents. The
messages sent in this automaton are all those
sent in TAR, DC, NOT and CON, except that
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case performance.)
When a c ON N ECT message
is received by p under circumstances that cause
fragment g to be absorbed into frahgment f, an
INITIATE
message with parameter ‘%nd” is only
sent if testZink(p) # nil in our version, instead of
whenever nstatus(p) = “find” as in the original.
As a result of this change, if nstatus(p) = “find”
and testZink(p) = nil, p need not wadt for the entire (former) fragment g to find its new minimumweight external link before p can report to its parent, since this link can only have a larger weight
than the minimum-weight
external link of p already found.

NOTIFY messages are replaced by INITIATE
me+
sages,
which have a parameter that is either
and FIN D messages are re“find” or “found”,
placed by INITIATE
messages with the parameter
equal to “find”.
The bulk of the arguing done at this stage
is showing that the derived variables have the
proper values in the state mappings. In addition,
a substantial argument is needed to show that the
implementation
of level and coTe by local variables
interacts correctly with the test-accept-reject protocol. It would be ideal to do this argument in
NOT, where the rest of the argument that core
and level are implemented correctly is done, but
reorganizing the lattice to allow this consolidation
caused graver violations of modularity.
Some minor changes were made to the algorithm as presented in [GHS]. First, our version initializes
all variables to convenient values. This change makes it easier to state the
predicates. Second, the output actions InTree
and NotlnTree(2) are added, to conform to the
I/O automaton model. Third, when node p remessage, variables inhnch(p),
ceives an INITIATE
bestZink(p) and bestwt(p) are only changed if the
message is “find”. This
parameter of the INITIATE
change does not affect the performance or correctness of the algorithm.
The values of these
variables are not used until p subsequently receives an INITIA-rs-find message, at which time
these variables are reset, in both the original and
our version. The advantage of the change is that
it greatly simplifies the state mapping from GHS
to DC.
Our version of the algorithm is slightly more
general than that in [GHS]. There, each node p
has a single queue for incoming messages, whereas
in our description, p has a separate queue of incoming messages for each of its neighbors. A node
p in our algorithm could happen to process messages in the order, taken over all the neighbors, in
which they arrive (modulo the requeueing) , which
would be consistent with the original algorithm.
But p could also handle the messages in some
other order (although, of course, still in order for
each individual link). Thus, the set of executions
of our version is a proper superset of the set of
executions of the,original.
A small optimization
to the original algorithm
was also found.
(It does not affect the worst-
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Appendix

A: I/O

Automata

This Appendix is a review of the aspects of the
model from [LT] that are relevant to this paper.
An input-output
automaton A is defined by the
following four components.
(1) There is a (possibly infinite) set of states with a subset of start
states. (2) There is a set of actions, associated
with the state transitions.
The actions are divided into three classes, input, output, and internal. Input actions are presumed to originate in
the automaton’s environment;
consequently the
automaton must be able to react to them no matter what state it is in. Output and internal actions (or, locally-controlled
actions) are under the
local control of the automaton; internal actions
model events not observable by the environment.
The input and output actions are the externalactions of A, denoted e&(A). (3) The transition relation is a set of (state, action, state) triples, such
that for any state s’ and input action 7r, there is a
transition (s’, 7~,s) for some state s. (4) There is
an equivalence relation part(A) partitioning
the
output and internal actions of A. The partition
is meant to reflect separate pieces of the system
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being modeled by the automaton.
Action 7r is
enabled in state s’ if there is a transition (s’, 7r, s)
for some state s; otherwise n is disabled.
An execution e of A is a finite or infinite sequence soTI s1 . . . of alternating states and actions
such that so is a start state, (si- 1, or;, Si) is a transition of A for all i, and if e is finite then e ends
with a state. The schedule of an execution e is
the subsequence of actions appearing in e.
We often want to specify a desired behavior
using a set of schedules. Thus we define an ezternal schedule module S to consist of input and
output actions, and a set of schedules scheds(S).
Each schedule of S is a finite or infinite sequence
of the actions of S. Internal actions are excluded
in order to focus on the behavior visible to the
outside world.
External schedule module S’ is
a sub-schedule module of external schedule module S if S and S’ have the same actions and
scheds(S’) c scheds(S).
An execution of a system is fair if each component is given a chance to make progress infinitely
often. Of course, a process might not be able to
take a step every time it is given a chance. Formally stated, execution e of automaton A is fair
if for each class C of part(A),
the following two
conditions hold. (1) If e is finite, then no action
of C is enabled in the final state of e. (2) If e
is infinite, then either actions from C appear infinitely often in e, or states in which no action of
C is enabled appear infinitely
often in e. Note
that any finite execution of A is a prefix of some
fair execution of A.
The fair behavior of automaton A, denoted
Fairbehs(A),
is the external schedule module
with the input and output actions of A, and with
set of schedules (cxfeot(A) : cy is the schedule of a
fair execution of A}. (crlext(A) is the subsequence
of (Y consisting of exactly the external actions of
A.) A problem is (specified by) an external schedule module. Automaton A solves the problem P if
Fairbehs(A)
is a sub-schedule module of P, i.e.,
the behavior of A visible to the outside world is
consistent with the behavior required in the problem specification. Automaton A satisfies automaton B if Fairbehs(A)
is a sub-schedule module of
Fairbehs(B).

Appendix

B: Code

for Automata

This Appendix contains the code for the automata HI, COM, and GHS.
Each action is
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listed, together with its pre- and post-conditions.
The preconditions specify the states in which the
action is enabled. The postcondit.ions describe
the changes made to the state by the transition
function.
HI: The state consists of a set FST of subgraphs
of G, a Boolean variable answered(Z) for each 1 E
L(G), and a Bdolean variable awake. In the start
state of HI, FST is the set of single-node graphs,
one for each p E V(G), every answered( 1) is false,
and awake is false.
INPUT ACTIONS
Start(p), P E V(G)
Post: awake := true
OUTPUT ACTIONS
InTr4(p,
@I, (P, Q) E L(G)
Pre: awake = true
(p, r~) E F or (p, q) is the minimum-weight
external edge of F, for sonne F E FST
answered( (p, q)) = false
Post: answered( (p, q)) := true
NotInTree({p, q)), (p, q) E L(G)
Pre: awake = true
p, q E F and (p, q) $ F, for some F E FST
answered( (p, q)) = false
Post: answered( (p, q)) := true
INTERNAL
ACTIONS’
Combine(F, F’, e), F, F’ E FST, e E E(G)
Pre: awake = true
F # F’
e is an external edge of F
e is the minimum-weight
external edge of F’
Post: FST := FST{F, F’} U {IF U F’ U e}
COM:
The state consists of a set fragments.
Each element f of the set is called a fragment,
and has the following components:
l
subtree(
a subgraph of G;
l
core(f), an edge of G or nil;
0 level(f), a nonnegative integer;
l
m&link(f),
a link of G or nil;
l
rootchanged( f), a Boolean.
The state also contains Boolean variables, answered(Z) one for each 1 E L(G), and I3oolean variable awake. In the start state of COM, fragments
has one element for each node in V(G); for fragment f corresponding
to node p, s&tree(f)
=
niZ,
level(f)
=
O.,
m&link(f)
{PI, core(f) =
is the minimum-weight
link adjacent to p, and
rootchanged( f) is false. Each answered(l) is false

and uwal;e is false. Two fragments will be considered the same if either they have the same singlenode subtree, or they have the same nonnil core.
We define the following derived variables.
l For node p, fragment(p)
is the element f of
fragments such that p is in s&tree( f ).
l A link
(p,q) is an external link of p and of
fragment(p) if fragment(p) # fragment(q); otherwise the link is internal.
l If minZink(f)
= (p, q), then mineu!ge( f) is the
edge (P, ~1.
INPUT ACTIONS
. Start(p), p E V(G)
Post: awake := true
OUTPUT ACTIONS
l

~~~~(PA)),

kw)

l

GHS: This is the automaton modeling the fully
distributed
algorithm.
The state has the following components for all p E V(G):
l
nstutvs(p), either sleeping, find, or found;
I
l
nfTug(p) , an edge of G or nil;
l
nZeveZ(p), a nonnegative integer;
l
bestlink(
a link of G or nil;
l
bestwt(p), a weight or co;
l
testZink(p), a link of G or nil;
l
i&ranch(p),
a link of G or nil; and:
l findcount(
a nonnegative integer.
The state has the following components for all
(P, 4 E L(G):
l
ZstuWlo, 4)), either unknown, branch or rejected;
l
queue, ((p, q)), a FIFO queue of messages from
p to q waiting at p to be sent;
l
queue,, ((p, q)), a FIFO queue of messages from
p to 4 that are in the communication
channel;
l
queue, ((p, q)), a FIFO queue of messages from
p to q waiting at Q to be processed;‘and
l
answered( (p, q}}, a Boolean.
The set of possible messages A4 is (CONNECT(I)
:
'I 1 0) U (INITIATE(~,C,S~)
: Z 2 0,c E E(G),st
is find or found} U {TEST(Z,C)
: E 3
0, c E
E(G)) U {REPORT(W)
: w is a weight or CQ) U

E V)

Pre: awake = true
(p, q) E subtree(frugment(p))
or
(p, q) = minZink(frugment(p))
unswered( (p, q)> = false
Post: answered((p, q>) := true
l

~~t~~~T4(z.w)),

(WI)

Absorb(f,g),
f,g E fvments
Pre: rootchanged
= true
EeveZ(g) < level(f)
fmgment( target(minZink(g)))
= f
Post: s&tree(f)
:= suI)tree( f) U subtree
u minedge( g)
delete g from fragments

E L(G)

Pre: awake = true
fragment(P) = fragment(q) and
(P, 9) 4 subtTee(fragment(p))
unswered( (p, q)) = false
Post: answered( (p, q)) := true
INTERNAL
ACTIONS
0 ComputeMin(f),
f f fragments
Pre: minEink( f) = nil
2 is the minimum-weight
external link of f
level(f) 5 ZeveZ(fmgment( taTget( I)))
Post: minIink
:= 1
0 ChangeRoot(
f E fragments
Pre: awake = true
rootchunged( f) = false
m&link(f)
# nil
Post: Tootchanged
:= true
l
Mwe(f,s),
f, 9 E fragments
Pre: f # g
rootchanged
= rootchanged
= true
minedge( f) = minedge(g)
Post: add a new element h to fyugments
subtree
:= s&tree(f)
U su6tree(g)
u minedge( f)
core(h) := minedge( f)
Zevel(h) := ZeveZ(f) + 1
minZink(h) := nil
rootchanged
:= false
delete f and g from fragments

(ACCEPT,RE~ECT,CHANGEROOT}.

In the start state, for all p: nstutzts(p) = sleeping, nfTag(p) = nil, nZeveZ(p) = 0, begtZink(p) is
arbitrary, bestwt(p) is arbitrary, test&&(p) = niZ,
inbrunch
is arbitrary, findcount
= 0; for all
I: Zstatus(Z) = unknown, answered(Z) = false, and
the three queues are empty.
INPUT ACTiONS
. Start(p), p E V(G)
Post: if nstutns(p) = sleeping then
execute procedure Wake Up(p)
OUTPUT ACTIONS
l InTree(
Z E L(G)
Pre: answered(Z) = false
Istutus(Z) = branch
Post: answered(Z) := true
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NotM!‘ree(Z), Z E L(G)
Pre: anszuered(t) = false
Estatus(2) = rejected
Post: ansulered(2) := true
INTERNAL
ACTIONS
C~anneZSend((q,d,
4, (Q, P) E -WY, m E ~4
Pre: m at head of queue, ((p, q))
Post: dequeue( queue, ((p, 4)))
enweue(queue,,(h
4)))
ChanneZRecv((q,p),m),
(w) E JW’), m E M
Pre: m at head of queue,, ((q, p))
Post: dequeue( queue,, ((q, p)))
enqueue(m wue,((q,
x-4))
ReceiveConnect((q,p),Z),
(q,p) E L(G)
Pre: CONNECT(Z) at head of queue,,((q,p))
Post: dequeue( queue, ((q, p)))
if nstaks(p) = sleeping then
execute procedure Wake Z@(p)
if Z < nZeveZ(p) then [
Zstatus( (p, q)) := branch
if testlink
# nil, then [
enqueue(INrTrATn(nZevel(p),
nfiog(p),
find), queue, ((P, d))
findcount
:= findcount
+ 1]
else enqueue(IluITIATE(nZeveZ(p), nfrag(p),
found),

queue, UP, 4))

Post: dequeue( queue, ((q,p)))
if ns tutus(p) = sleeping then
execute procedure Wuke Up(p)
if Z > nZeueZ(p) then
enqueu+~4,4,
weue,((q,d))
else
if c # nfrag (p) then
enqueue(a cc~~~,queue,((p,q)))
else [
if Zstatz~s((p, q)) = unknow:n then
Zstutus( (p, q)) := rejected
if testZink(p) # (p,q) then
enqueue(RsJscT, queue,((p,q)))
else execute procedure Test(p) ]
ReceiveAccept((q,p)),
(q,p> E L(G)
Pre: ACCEPT at head of pueue,((q,p))
Post: dequeue( queue, ((q, p)))
testZink(p) := niZ
if wt(p,q) < bestwt(p) then [
bestlink
:= (p, q)
bestwt(p) := wt(p, q) ]
execute procedure Report(p)
ReceiveReject((q,p}),
(q, p} E L(G)
Pre: REJECT at head of queue,((q,p))
Post: dequeue( queue, ((q, p)))
if Zstatus( (p, q)) = unknown thlen
Zstatus( (p, q)) := rejected
execute procedure Test(p)
ReceiveRepo4(q, p>, w), (4, p) E L(G)
Pre: REPORT(W) at head of queue,((q:p))
Post: dequeue( queue, ((q, p)))
if (p,q) # inbranch
then [
findcount
:= findcount
- 1
if w < bestwt(p) then [
bestwt(p) := w
bestlink
:= (p, q) ]
execute procedure Report(p) ]
else
if nstutus(p) = find then
enqueue(REPoRT(W), queue,((q,p)))
else if w > bestwt(p) then
execute procedure Ch&ngeRoob(p)
ReceiveChangeRoot((q,p)),
(q,p) E L(G)
Pre: CHANGEROOT
at head of queue,((q,p))
Post: dequeue( queuep ((q,p)))
execute procedure ChangeRoot
PROCEDURES

1

else
if Zstatus( (p, q)) = unknown then
enqueue(coNNscT(Z),
que@e,((q,p)))
dSe eUqUeUe(INITIATE(nZeveZ(p)+l,(p,q),
find),

queue,

((P, d))

ReceiveInitiate( (q,p), 1, c, st), (q,p) E L(G)
Pre: INITIATE(~,C,
st) at head of queue,,((q,p))
Post: dequeue( queue, ((q, p)))
nZeveZ(p) := 2
nfrag(p) := c
nstaks(p) := st
let S = {(p, T) : Zstatus( (p, r>) = branch,
I- # d
IXqUeUe(INITIATE(Z,C,S~),queUep(k))

for all k E S
if st = find then [
inbranch
:= (p, q)
bestZink(p) := nil
bestwt(p) := 00
execute procedure Test(p)
findcount
:= ISI ]
l

ReceiveTest(

Pre: TEST(Z,C)
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(w)

E L(G)

abbe UP(P)

at head of queueP((q,p))

let (p, q) be the minimum-weight
Zstatus( (p, q)) := branch
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link of p

nstatus(p). := found

COM-E: If Inodes
> 1, then revel(f) > 0
and core(f) E &tree(f).
Next we define the abstraction mapping M =
(S, d) from COM to HI. Define the function S
from states(COM)
to states(HI)
as follows. For
any s in stutes(COM),
the values of awake and
answered(Z) (for all t) in S(s) are the same as in
s, and the value of FST in S(s) is the multiset
(subtree
: f E frugments}.
Define the function A as follows. Let s be a
state of COM and 71an action of COM enabled
in s.
0 If 7r = Start(p), InTree(
or NotInTree(Z),
then d(s, x) = x.
l If T =
CompzlteMin( f ) or ChangeRoot( f),
then d(s, r) is empty.
l If r = Uerge(f,
g) or Absorb(f, g), then d(s, n)
= Combine(F, F’, e), where F = subtree(
F’ = s&tree(g), and e = minedge(g) in s.
The following predicates are true in every state
of COM satisfying (Q o S) A P, i.e., they are deducible from P and Q. (See [W] for proofs.)
l COM-F:
If awake = false, then Inodes
= 1,
minlink( f) # nil, and rootchunged(f) = false.
l COM-G:
The multiset {subtree
: f E frugments } forms a partition of V(G), and frayment(p) is well-defined.
Lemma 11: COM simulates HI via M, P, Q.
Proof: By inspection, the types of COM, HI,
M and P are correct. In the full paper it is shown
that Q is a predicate true in every reachable state
of HI. We must check the three conditions in the
definition of “simulates”.
(1) Let s be in start(COM).
Obviously, P is
true in s, and S(s) is in start(HI).
(2) Obviously, d(s, x)lezt(HI)
= rlezt(COM)
for any state s of A.
(3) Let (s’, ?r, s) be a step of COM such that
Q is true of S(s’) and P is true of s’. We consider
each possible value of r.
i) T is Start(p),
Inl%ee(l),
or NotInTree(l).
d(s’,r)
= 7r. Obviously, P is true in s,
and S(s’)rS( s ) is an execution fragment of HI.
ii) ?r is ComputeMin(f)
or ChangeRoot
(f).
d(s’,x)
is empty. Obviously, S(s’) = S(s). It is
straightforward
to show that P is true in s.
iii) T is Merge(f,g).
(3a) It is straightforward
to show P(s) is true.
(SC) d(s’,r)
= ComZ&e(F,F’,e),
where F =
subtree
in s’, F’ = szLbtree(g) in s’, and e =
l

queue,((p,q)))

ell(lUelle(co~~~:C~(o),

b Test(p)
if I, the minimum-weight
link of p with
Istatus
= unknown, exists then [
testZink(p) := 2
enqueue(rnsT(nZeveZ(p), nfiug(p)),

l

l

wym
3
else [
testlink
:= nil
execute procedure Report(p) ]
Report(p)
if findcount
= 0 and testZink(p) = nil then [
n&ah(p)
:= found
enqueue(aaPo~~( best&(p)), Qzlezle,
ChungeR~$;;ycNP)))
if lstatus( be&link(p))
eIlqUf3Ue(CHANGEROOT,

I
= branch then
queue,(beStEink(p)))

else [
enqueue(coNNEcT(nZeueZ(p)),
queue, (bedink(p
Zstatus( bestlink(
:= branch ]

Appendix

C: COM

Satisfies

HI

In Lemma 11, we show that COM simulates
HI via M, P, and Q, and in Lemma 12 we show
that COM is equitable for HI via M, where M,
Q and P are defined below. Then Theorem 8
implies that COM satisfies HI.
Define Q to be the conjunction of the following
predicates on states(HI).
l HI-A:
Each F in FST is connected.
l HI-B:
FST is a minimum spanning forest of
G (i.e., a set of disjoint subgraphs of G that
span V(G) and form a subgraph of a minimum
spanning tree of G.)
l HI-C: If awake = false, then each F in FST is
a singleton.
Define P to be the conjunction of the following
predicates on states of COM. (f and g range over
all fragments.)
COM-A: If minZink(f) = I, then I is the minimum-weight external link of f, and ZeveZ(f) <
ZeveZ(frugment( target(l))).
COM-B: If rootchanged
= true, then minlink(f) # nil.
COM-C: If f # g, then subtree
# subtree(
COM-D: If Inodes(
= 1, then ZeueZ(f) = 0,
# nil, and rootchuw
core(f) = nil, minlink(f)
ged(f) = false.
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minedge(g) in s’.
Claims about s’ :
1. f # g, by precondition.
2. rootchanged
= rootchanged
= true, by
precondition.
3. minedge(f) = minedge(g), by precondition.
4. awake = true, by Claim 2 and COM-F.
5. minedge(f)
# nil and minedge(g) # nil, by
Claim 2 and COM-B
6. minlink( f) is an external link of f, by COM-A
, and Claim 5.
7. minZink(g) is the minimum-weight
external
link of g, by COM-A and Claim 5.
Claims about S(s’): (All depend on the definition
of S.)
8. awake = true, by Claim 4.
9. F # F’, by Claim 1 and COM-C.
10. e is an external edge of F, by Claims 3, 6.
11. e is the minimum-weight
external edge of F’,
by Claim 7.
By Claims 8 through 11, Combine(F, F’ , e) is
enabled in S(s’). Obviously, its effects are mirrored in S(S).
iv) T is Absorb(f,g).
(3a) We verify that COM-A is true in s (the
rest of P is straightforward).
If minZink(f) = nil
in s’, then the same is true in s, and COM-A is
vacuously true for f. Let f’ = fragment( target
$;~;y/-j-j,,

(3~) A(d) r) = Combine(F, F’, e), where F =
subtree
in s’, F’ = subtree
in .s’, and e =
minedge(g) in s’. It is straightforward
to show
that Combine(F, F’, e) is enabled in S(s’) and
that its effects are mirrored in S(s).
cl
We now show that COM is equitable for HI
via M.
A significant argument is required to
show that once the HI action Com.bine(F,F’, e)
becomes enabled, it eventually OCCUIX
or
becomes
disabled. The main idea is to show that as long as
there exist two distinct subgraphs in HI, progress
is made in COM; the heart of the argument is
showing that some fragment at the lowest level
can always take a step in COM. This requires a
global argument that considers all the fragments.
A similar argument is required to show that once
the HI action InTree
becomes ena.bled, it eventually occurs, i.e., if 1 is the minimu.m-weight
external link of a subgraph in HI, thlen eventually
1 becomes the minlink of some fragment CO&f.
Lemma 12: COM is equitable for HI via M.
Proof: By Lemmas 1 and 11, (Q o S) A P is true
in every reachable state of P. Thus, in the sequel
we will use the HI and COM predicates.
For each locally-controlled
action. ‘p of HI, we
must show that COM is equitable for ‘p via Jbt.
i) cp is Start(p)
or NotInTree(1).
Lemma
5 gives the result.
ii) cp is Combine(F,F’,e).
We show CO&f is
progressive for cp via M; Lemma 6 implies COhf
is equitable for ‘p via M.
Let !PP be the set of all pairs (s, $J) of reachable states s of COM and internal actions 1c,of
COM enabled in s. For reachablle state S, let
V+,(S) = (5, y, z), where 2 is the number of fragments in s, y is the number of fragments f with
rootchanged( f) = false in s, and z is the number
of fragments f with minZink(f) = nil in s. (Two
triples are compared lexicographically.)
(1) Let s be a reachable state of COM such
that cp is enabled in S(S). We now show that
some action T,!Jis enabled in s with (s, $J) E a+,,
Claims:
1. awake = true in S(s), by precondition of cp.
2. F # F’ in S(s), by precondition of p.
3. awake = true in s, by Claim 1 and definition
of S.
4. There exist f and g in fragments such- that
subtree
= F and subtree
= F’ in s, by
Claim 2 and definition of S.

.

1. level(g) < ZeveZ(f), by precondition,
2. fragment(target(minZink(g)))
= f, by precondition.
3. level(f) 5 ZeveZ(f’), by COM-A.
4. f’ # g, by Claims 1 and 3.
3. minedge(f) # minedge(g), by Claims 2 and 4.
6. urt(minedge(f))
< wt(minedge(g)),
by Claims
2 and 5 and COM-A.
7. minZink( g) is the minimum-weight
external
link of g, by COM-A.
8. wt(minedge( f)) < w!(e’), where e’ is any external edge of g, by Claims 6 and 7.
In going from s’ to s, minZink(f) is unchanged
and subtree
changes by incorporating
the old
subtree(
Thus, Claim 8 implies that in s,
minZink( f) is the minimum-weight
external link
of f. The only fragment whose level changes in
going from S’ to s is g (since g disappears). Thus,
Claim 3 implies that in s, level(f) 5 ZeveZ(f’).
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only a Merge action increases the number of fragments with m&link equal to nil or rootchanged
equal to false, and it simultaneously
causes the
number of fragments to decrease.
(b) Suppose (a’, 7r) E QV. Then V, (s) <
2ry(s’) , since Absorb and Merge decrease the numComputeMin
maintains the
ber of fragments,
number of fragments and the number of fragments with Tootchanged = false and decreases
the number with m&ink = nil, and ChangeRoot
maintains the number of fragments and decreases
the number with rootchanged = false.
(c) Suppose (.~‘,a) 6 Q,, $J is enabled in s’,
Then $ is still enabled in s,
and (g’,+) E 9,.
since the only possible values of rr are Start(p),
InTree
and NotIn Tree(Z), none of which disables +. By definition, (s, $J) E X0+,.
iii) cp is InTree((p,q)).
We show COM is
progressive for (o via M; Lemma 6 implies that
COM is equitable for cp via M.
Let qEr, be the set of all pairs (s, $) of reachable states s of COM and actions T/Jof COM
enabled in s such that $ is either an internal action or is cp. For reachable state s, let vV(s) =
ucombinc(F,F’,e)(S)* The argument is very similar
to that for the case ‘p = Combine(F, F’, e).
o

5. f # .(I in s, by Claims 2 and 4.
Let 1 = min{ZeveZ(f’) : f’ E fragmerlts} in s.
(By Cladm 4, frqments
is not empty, so 1 is defined.) Let L = {f’ E fragments : ZeveZ(f’) = I).
Case 1: There exists f’ E L with minZink(f’)
= nil. Let 1c,= ComputeMin(f’).
We now show $J
is enabled in s. By Claim 5, the minimum-weight
external link (p, y) of f’ exists. By choice of 1,
ZeveZ(f’) < ZeveZ(fragment(q)). Obviously (s, T/J,>E
Q
(Phase 2: For all f’ E L, minZink(f’) # nil.
Case 2.1: There exists f’ E L with rootchanged(f’) = false. Let $ = ChangeRoot(
$ is enabled in s by Claim 3 and the assumption
for Case 2. Obviously (s,+) E 8,.
Case 2.2: For all f’ E L, rootchanged
=
true.
Case 2.2.1: There exists fragment g’ E L
with ZeveZ(f’) > 1, where f’ = fragment(target(minZink(g’))).
(By COM-G, f’ is uniquely
defined.) Let ‘tl, = A bso~b(f’, 9’). Obviously 1c,
is enabled in s, and (s, +) E Q,+,.
Case 22.2: There is no fragment g’ E L such
that ZeveZ(f’) > I, where f’ = fragment( taTget
(minZink(g’))).
Pick any fragment fi such that
leveZ(fl) = 1. For i > 1, define fi to be fragment
(tUTget(minZink(fi_,))).
More claims about s:
6. fi is uniquely defined, for all i 2 1. Proof:
If i = 1, by definition.
Suppose it is true for
i - 1 1 1. Then it is true for i by COM-G, since
minZink(fi) is well-defined and non-nil.
7. minZink( fi) is the minimum-weight
external
link of fi, for all i 2 1, by COM-A.
8. fi#fi-,,foralli>l,byClaims6and7and
definition of fi.
9. If minedge(f,) # VZintYZge(f;-1) for some i > 1,
then fi+ I is not among fi , . . . , fi, by Claims 7 and
8, and since the edge-weights are totally ordered.
10. There are only a finite number of fragments,
by COM-C and the fact that V(G) is finite.
By Claims 9 and 10, there is an i > 1 such
that mine&e(fi)
= minedge(fi-r).
Let + =
Merge(fi, fi-r ). Obviously + is enabled in S, and
(vb) E Q,.
(2) Consider a step (s’, A, s) of COM, where s’
is reachable, cp is enabled in both S(s’) and S(s),
and cp is not in d(s’,rr).
(a) 0, (4 I I,
b ecause there is no action
of COM that increases the number of fragments;
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